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PRESS RELEASE 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
LYNX Technik Launches 4K HDMI to 12G SDI Converter  

 
May 31, 2023 – Weiterstadt, Germany – LYNX Technik, provider of modular signal processing 

interfaces, announces the addition of a new HDMI to SDI converter (model: CHD 1402) to its popular 

yellobrik line. 

 

The CHD 1402 is designed for any AV, Broadcast, Production, or Post application that requires signal 

conversion from up to 4K HDMI to up to 12G SDI. It is the successor of the popular CHD 1802, which 

supports up to 3G SDI. 

 

A typical use case would be when a facility needs to convert an HDMI output from an external source, 

such as a video camera, into an SDI format. All audio present in the HDMI stream is passed 

transparently. With the SDI fiber output and SFP transmitter options, the SDI signal can then be 

transmitted over fiber to a remote location. In addition, a complementary yellobrik, the CDH 1411 SDI 

to HDMI converter could be used to provide the SDI output and an HDMI monitoring output in the 

remote location, including displaying audio, metadata, and timecode overlays. 

 

As with all yellobriks, the new CHD 1402 is compatible with the yelloGUI and LynxCentraal central 

software applications. When connected to the software, additional internal settings and functions can 

be accessed and controlled. The CDH 1402 is rack-mountable, it can be used as a standalone 

module, or in larger yellobrik system applications. 

 

This new yellobrik converter is now available. 
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About LYNX Technik: 
LYNX Technik AG® was founded in 2002 and is now an industry leader and technology provider of software and 
hardware interface solutions for real-time signal processing in audio visual environments. LYNX Technik is an 
independent privately-owned company with its headquarters, research and manufacturing facilities based in 
Weiterstadt, Germany. Sales and Support is covered through secondary distribution channels managed from its 
headquarters in Germany, USA (California), and Asia (Singapore). 
 
Product brands include: greenMachine® multi-purpose processing platform, yellobrik® system as well as 
standalone plug-and play modules, Series 5000™ rack and card-based series, LynxCentraal™ control system 
and the Testor portable test signal generator and waveform analyzer. 
 
Products include: audio / video / fiber conversion, audio / video distribution, fiber splitters, CWDM mux/demux, 
audio embedding / de-embedding, audio delay, image processing, frame synchronizers, test generators, 4K 
transmission solutions, as well as a line of rack frames and accessories. 
 
For more information about LYNX Technik’s products & services please visit: www.lynx-technik.com, www.lynx-
usa.com. For sales please email info@lynx-technik.com. You can also find LYNX Technik on Facebook, Twitter, 
and LinkedIn. 
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